
Reinshke, K. J.; R�obenak, K.Graph-theoreti haraterization of strutural ontrollability for singulardi�erential-algebrai equationsLinear time-invariant di�erential-algebrai equations (DAEs) E _x = Ax + Bu, where the matrix penil sE � A ispossibly singular, are investigated. The sparsity pattern of the matries E, A and B determines the struture of abipartite graph. A graph-theoreti ondition for strutural ontrollability is derived and an example shows the use ofthis ondition.1. Singular Systems and ControllabilityMany physial systems an be modelled by di�erential-algebrai equations (DAE) of the formE _x(t) = Ax(t) +B u(t); E;A 2 IRl�n; B 2 IRl�m: (1)The DAE is said to be regular if the assoiated matrix penil sE �A is regular, i.e., if l = n and det(sE �A) 6� 0.Otherwise both the DAE and the matrix penil are alled singular. Regular DAE have been investigated by manyauthors (f. [1℄). In this ontribution we will onsider the more general ase of singular DAE. Singular DAEsappear in many appliations. For example, singular DAEs arise if we require the solution of the state-spae system_x = Ax+Bu, y = Cx to satisfy 0 = Fy (= FCx). The matrix penil �sI�AF C � of the ombined system is retangularand therefore singular. Another reason for studying singular DAEs is beause the lass of regular systems is notlosed under the ation of a feedbak group, i.e., the property of regularity is not feedbak invariant [2℄.Eah matrix penil sE �A an be transformed into a speial blok-diagonal form alled Kroneker anonial formP (sE �A)Q = diag (sI �W; sN � I; sE" �A"; sE� �A�); P 2 GL (l; IR); Q 2 GL(n; IR);where I , W and N denote an identity matrix, a square matrix and a nilpotent matrix, respetively [3℄. The roots ofdet(sI �W ) = 0 are alled �nite zeros. The bloks sE" �A" = diag (L1; : : : ; Lp) and sE� �A� = diag (L>1 ; : : : ; L>q )are blok-diagonal matries onsisting of k � (k + 1)-dimensional bloks Lk = (sÆi;j + Æi;j�1)ij .In the frequeny domain, regular DAEs are solvable for all input signals U 2 IR(s)m, where IR(s) denotes the �eldof rational funtions. Singular DAE are only solvable for admissible input signals, i.e., for funtions U 2 IR(s)m thatful�ll the ondition rank (sE �A) = rank (sE �A;B U(s)) for all s belonging to an open and dense subset of jC.Following [1℄ a regular system is alled ontrollable if the matrix penil (sE � A;B) has full row rank for alls 2 jC. Hene, a regular DAE is ontrollable if and only if the n� (n +m)-dimensional penil (sE � A;B) has no�nite zeros, i.e., there are regular matries ~P 2 GL(n; IR) and ~Q 2 GL(n + m; IR) suh that ~P (sE � A;B) ~Q =diag (s ~N � I; s ~E" � ~A").We proeed to de�ne a notion of ontrollability for singular DAEs. Evidently, the regular part, i.e., diag (sI �W; sN � I) and the assoiated rows of the transformed input matrix PB should be ontrollable. Additional olumnsof the input matrix assoiated with the singular blok sE� �A� may inrease the number of �nite zeros. The newlygenerated regular parts should be ontrollable by the remaining olumns of the input matrix. The blok sE" � A"does not play an essential role sine this blok is row regular for all s 2 jC.De f i n i t i on 1. A (possibly singular) DAE (1) is said to be ontrollable if the assoiated matrix penil(sE �A;B) has no �nite zeros.As for singular DAEs, ontrollability aording to De�nition 1 means that there exists regular matries ~P and ~Qsuh that ~P (sE �A;B) ~Q = diag (s ~N � I; s ~E" � ~A"; s ~E� � ~A�). The absene of �nite zeros an be heked by rankomputations: Let r := maxfrank (sE � A;B) for s 2 jCg denote the normal rank of (sE � A;B). Then the DAEsystem is ontrollable if and only if8s 2 jC : rank (sE �A;B) = r: (2)



2. Graph-theoreti InterpretationA (Boolean) struture matrix [M ℄ is a matrix whose entries are either �xed at zero (denoted by \0") or indeterminatevalues (denoted by \�"). Fixing all indeterminate entries of [M ℄ at some partiular values we obtain an admissiblerealization M 2 [M ℄. Consider a struture matrix [M ℄ with h non-zero entries. The set of admissible realizationsis isomorphi to the real vetor spae IRh. We say \a property holds struturally for [M ℄" if the property underonsideration is met for all M 2 [M ℄ belonging to an open and dense subset of IRh.Any l � (n +m) penil [sE � A;B℄ of struture matries an be represented by a bipartite graph G([sE�A;B℄)whose vertex set onsists of l U -verties u1; : : : ; ul and n+m V -verties v1; : : : ; vn+m. There is a thin edge or a boldedge between the verties ui and vj if eij 6� 0 or aij 6� 0, respetively. Furthermore, there is thin edge between uiand vn+j if bij 6� 0. A subset of edges is alled a mathing if any two edges of it do not have a ommon vertex.T h e o r e m 1. Let r denote the maximum ardinality of a mathing within the bipartite graph G([sE�A;B℄).The assoiated lass of DAE is struturally ontrollable if and only ifa) the graph G([sE�A;B℄) has a mathing of ardinality r without bold edges, andb) the onsistent parts of the Dulmage-Mendelsohn-deomposition of G([sE�A;B℄) do not ontain any bold edges.Proof. The maximum ardinality r of a mathing within G([sE�A;B℄) oinides with the normal rank of(sE �A;B) for almost all (E;A;B) 2 [E;A;B℄. Struturally, the existene of a mathing of ardinality r that doesnot ontain any bold edge is equivalent to (2) for s = 0. Futhermore, Condition (2) holds struturally for all s 6= 0 ifand only if the onsistent parts of the Dulmage-Mendelsohn-deomposition do not ontain any bold edges (see [4℄).E x am p l e 1. The solution of the state-spae system shown in [5℄ has to ful�ll one additional onstraint. Thesystem an be interpreted as a singular DAE with the following struture matries (l = 6, n = 5, m = 3):[E℄ =0BBBBB� � 0 0 0 00 � 0 0 00 0 � 0 00 0 0 � 00 0 0 0 �0 0 0 0 0
1CCCCCA ; [A℄ =0BBBBB� 0 0 0 0 �0 0 � 0 0� � � 0 �0 0 0 � �� � 0 � �� 0 � 0 0

1CCCCCA ; [B℄ =0BBBBB� � 0 0� � 0� 0 00 0 0� 0 �0 0 0
1CCCCCAThe assoiated bipartite graph G([sE�A;B℄) is shown in Fig. 1(a). A mathing of maximum ardinality r = l = 2an be found (see Fig. 1(b)). Moreover, the graph G([sE�A;B℄) ontains a mathing of the same ardinality withoutbold edges (Fig. 1()). Fig. 1(d) shows that the Dulmage-Mendelsohn-deomposition does not have a onsistent part.Hene, the DAE is strutural ontrollable.Figure 1:Bipartite graphG([sE�A;B℄) u1u2u3u4u5u6
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